
Fostering Happiness 

“Kids go where there is happiness and excitement. They stay where there is love” 

Zig Ziglar 
We at Blue Bells realize and understand the importance of nurturing the young blossoms in a way that 
they feel appreciated, valued, and cared about. The beautiful smiles all around, the happiness in the very 
atmosphere of the school and the satisfaction of providing an environment that aids life-long learning is 
what each faculty member aspires to achieve for all the children whose lives we touch. 

All human beings endeavor to be happy, and the philosopher 
Aristotle is often cited to have said: ‘Happiness is the meaning and 
purpose of life, the whole aim and end of human existence’. When 
we talk about raising our students as 21st century global citizens 
who are well equipped to face all the challenges of the world, we are 
also talking about the Blue Bellians who have happiness embedded 
within their lives right from a very tender age. 

The schooling experience is perhaps the most influential 
endeavour in terms of shaping the course of life of each and every 
child. Therefore, we believe that along with providing a safe, secure 
and technologically advanced environment for learning, it is our 
responsibility to integrate happiness into the 
curriculum,  thereby  ensuring  better  well-being, health, and 
achievement of the children as well as their success in future life and 
work. 

We believe that a happy class is a productive class, and more happy classes make for a highly productive 
school. No matter how brilliant the curriculum might otherwise be, children need to be happy to engage 
and learn. And happiness to us means knowing, believing in, and loving what you’re doing. With 
happiness as the cornerstone of everything we do at school, our students also learn the concept of 
lifelong learning. 
As a result of our consistent efforts, the students at school are organically engaged and thereby happy. In 
nurturing this engagement and happiness, we nurture learning and cultivate an environment which 
maximizes both development and delight among students. 
We also wish to thank our parents for their constant support in all our endeavours and seek their valuable 
suggestions to help the school continue attaining new heights of glory with each passing academic 
session. 
Mrs. Chandan Dhawan 

Asst.Director 

(Academics & Administration) 
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Message



AWARDS

➢ EW Life time Achievement in Education Leadership Award 

Your dedication, enthusiasm and insight are really inspiring.  

Years of selfless service to society, persistent passion, unflinching devotion for 

Quality Education finally yielded in what our Esteemed Director was awarded. We 

feel proud to share that Dr. Saroj Suman Gulati, Hon’ble Director Blue Bells Group of 

Schools was awarded the EW Life time Achievement in Education Leadership Award 

by Mr. Nand Kumar and Gerry Arathoon. 

 

“The secret of getting ahead is getting started” 

 

 

 

 



 

➢ Blue Bells Public School Ranks First in STEAM Education 

Excellence all across the Country 

Blue Bells Public School, Sector-10, Gurugram, has been ranked No. 

1 School all over India in STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, 

Arts and Mathematics) by Education World Grand Jury Awards 2019-

20. 

The EW Grand Jury Awards 2019 have been instituted to felicitate Public Schools for 

making extraordinary efforts to introduce innovative 21st-century practices in 

Primary-Secondary Education. 

 

We feel honoured and thank all our patrons and well-wishers who are our consistent 

support and perpetual motivation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ability is what you’re capable of doing. Motivation determines what you 

do. Attitude determines how well you do it.” 



 

➢ INDIAN ACHIEVERS AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN 

EDUCATION & ENVIRONMENT 

  

 It was a proud moment for the Blue Bells Family when Dr. Alka Saxena , Deputy 

Director (Health & Wellness), BBGS was  conferred with  the coveted Indian 

Achievers Award for Excellence in Education & Environment, for her 

Outstanding Achievements And Remarkable Role In The Field Of Education 

& Distinguished Services To The Nation by Promoting Achievements 

Foundation on the occasion of National seminar on “Outstanding Contribution For 

National Economic & Social Development   “on June 30, 2019at New Delhi. 

 Dr. Saxena was felicitated amidst thundering applause of coterie of elite 

educationists from all over the country. It is a prestigious award which proves 

testimony to the accomplishment of   goals and outstanding achievements through 

innovation, leadership, dedication and commitment toward education. 

                          

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Definiteness of purpose is the starting point of all achievements 



 

➢ The Mentors Getting Their Due 

There is no denying in the fact that a teacher plays a pivotal role in the success of his 

students .Blue Bells has a long history of carving champions after champions and this 

time ‘World Education Review’ decided to honor present day ‘Dronacharyas’ i.e. the 

Mentors along with their talented disciples who proved their mettle in AISSCE 

2019.Ms Arpita Acharya,VicePrincipal,BlueBellsPublicSchool was conferred with the 

most coveted ‘Dronacharya Award’ and ‘Yukti Yadav 98.6%,Srishti Punia 

97%,Ishita Ahuja 96.8%,Khushi Dua 96.2%,Jayant Hans 95.6% ,Aeshna Yadav 

95.6%, Aishani Debnath 94.4%’ were given ‘ Eklavya Award’,whereas 

‘KartikeyGulia,GazalDagar,Arpan Mohanty’ were given "Eklavya award" for 

future leadership. The event was organized in Hotel Country Inn and the proud 

parents were overwhelmed to see that ‘Nothing succeeds like success’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strong Convictions Precede Great Actions 

 

 

 



 

➢ Torchbearers of Blue Bells Public School Get Accolades 

As the sand in the hourglass of life keeps running out, the countdown begins for the 

time that one has to achieve one’s ideals. Great achievements are usually born of 

excellence and perseverance. It is a constant action towards a distant goal, an 

inexorable quest for excellence that brings in an overwhelming result. Blue Bells 

Public School is fortunate to have faculty which has knack to improve quality of 

School Education and ability to enrich the lives of the students. 

This year our teachers Dr. Anisha Gupta and MsGeetika Batra were awarded for 

National Teachers Award -2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A teacher is a compass that activates the magnets of curiosity, knowledge, and 

wisdom in the pupils 

 

➢  GREEN AWARD 

We all know ‘What goes around comes 

around.’ The same is applicable when we 

approach the nature with tender hearts and 

helping hands. Recently Blue Bells Public 

School initiated ‘Go Green Drive’ to create 

Green Belt around School and nearby 

surroundings. We are proud to say that to 

mark the success of our noble cause 

‘BulandAwaaz welfare Society’ honoured 

our school with the prestigious ‘Gurugram 

Green Award 2019’. The School Leadership 

expressed its gratitude to all the Teachers, 

He that plants trees loves others besides himself.” 

 



Students, Parents and Support Staff to make the surroundings Greener, Cleaner 

and Better. 

Blue Bells Goes Global 

➢ Blue Bells Qualifies for International Robotics 

South Asia's Biggest Robotics 

Competition that aims to celebrate 

Science, Technology, Engineering 

and Mathematics (STEM) gives us 

one more reason to 

celebrate. Recently our team 

comprising of Sushant Yadav, 

Shubhdeep Mitra, Aanetra 

Godiyal of class VII was awarded 

for the most creative Team “Mile 

Crushers” at the senior level. Our 

winning streak goes one step ahead 

and  Mudit Ahlawat, Vaibhav 

Mangla and Chirag Singh of class 

VIII displayed exemplary expertise 

and qualified for International 

Level to be held in June 2020. 

➢ Tarushi Kalra : Honoured by Royal Society of Chemistry ,London 

Our Chemistry with success is of such 

sort that now it is Internationally 

acclaimed. Our brilliant student Tarushi 

Kalra of X standard participated in Inter 

School Essay Competition on History 

and Importance of Periodic Table 

conducted by Royal Society of 

Chemistry, London 

It is a matter of pride for Blue Bells 

Public School that our budding Scientist 

successfully secured FIRST POSITION 

in the entire NCR.  

➢ Blue Bells Public School Hits the Bullion Shot at International Level 

SUCCESS ISN’T GIVEN, IT’S EARNED 

 



Man is the writer of his destiny and Goohika Joshi ,our proud Blue Bellian from VII 

standard has proved it true. 

In the recent achievement of hers, she has won SECOND Runner up trophy and 

cash prize of Rs.5000 in an Essay Writing Competition organised by Korean 

Embassy. The competition was organised on All India Level and the Embassy 

received 32,000 entries but fortune favours the brave and Goohika successfully nailed 

the opportunity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Live the Life of Your Dreams 

➢ FURTHERING THE MISSION OF EDUCATION-FOREIGN DELEGATION VISITS BLUE BELLS 

An effort to further the mission of education, a delegation from Macedonia and Serbia 

visited Blue Bells Schools Gurugram on September18, 2019. The delegation aimed at 

building international camaraderie and promoting Students-Exchange Programmes in 

the near future. Exchange of pedagogical practices was a mutual learning experience. 

During the visit to Blue Bells Model School, sector 4 and Blue Bells Public School, 

sector 10 Gurugram, the delegates toured the Learning and Development Centre, 

Health and Wellness Resource Centre, the Atal Tinkering Lab and other subject 

specific labs of the schools. The Trans disciplinary approach and activity based 

learning transaction highly impressed the delegates. Exchange of knowledge and 

learning progression showcased through activities won their hearts. The bond between 

students and facilitators during a story session showcased the happy learning  

environment at the schools. 

The traditional welcome accorded to the visiting team along with studentinteraction 



left an indelible imprint on their minds and they highly lauded the effort of the 

institution in grooming the students in rich values and traditions along with a 

progressive mindset. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A dream becomes a goal when action is taken toward its achievement 

 



➢ HEALTH & WELLNESS PROGRAMME  

              “The key to Wellness is to accept responsibility for your health and wellbeing.”  

Dr. Alka Saxena, Deputy Director (Health & Wellness) Blue Bells Grupo of Schools, took the 

responsibility of establishing the Health & Wellness Programme for BBGS in the year 2009. Over a 

period of time she has groomed a full-fledged team of Counsellors and Teachers to empower 

students.  

The Health & Wellness Resource Center was established in the year 2015 by Dr. Saxena, keeping in 

mind the need and demands of Blue Bells Group of Schools as well as other schools. The center 

incessantly develops the modules and sessions for the students, teachers and parents after a thorough 

and extensive research. This Resource Center is headed by Dr. Saxena and other  members include 

Ms. RenuKhare, Ms. Shreya Kumar, Counsellors and Content Developers, Ms. Premlata Yadav 

(Office Executive, Health & Wellness) and Ms. Chanchal (Record Keeper). Under the aegis of the 

Health & Wellness Programme, the Resource Center team plans and conducts various Sessions, 

Workshops and Modules for the students, teachers and parents after a meticulous and extensive 

research. 

 

SESSIONS, WORKSHOPS AND MODULES UNDER THE HEALTH & 

WELLNESS PROGRAMME  
 

SESSION ON STUDY SKILLS FOR CLASS XI (April 11, 2019) 
 

An interactive session on Study Skills was conducted for students of Class XI on 

April 11, 2019.The theme for this module emerged due to concerns  shared by the 

students due to the change in studies witnessed by them as they enter class XI. 

Understanding this need of the students and to help them deal with the changes in the 

study pattern, a module was prepared. Ms. Shreya Kumar, the School Counsellor 

conducted the session which witnessed enthusiastic participation of the students.  

As Class XI forms a solid foundation for Class XII, therefore, the beginning of new 

academic session was the most appropriate time to discuss certain important study 

skills. The session focused on the importance of being organized, making notes, 

enhancing academic skills along with various helpful techniques which the students 

can use to plan, study and prepare themselves throughout the year.   

A befitting close to the session was the discussion on the importance of a study 

friendly environment where prominence was given on understanding their pattern of 

studying, focusing on their learning styles and following a healthy lifestyle.  

➢ CHILD SAFETY A PRIME CONCERN: WORKSHOP ON CHILD PROTECTION 

POLICY & POCSO ACT  (May 5,2019) 

Safety in School, the second home of a child, is of prime concern for the educationists 

today. Promoting school safety creates a friendly environment for children to learn and 



explore new things. Students of all ages require a safe learning environment for their 

better education, intellectual, emotional and physical development.  

In sync with the same objective, the school organized a session for the staff on May 5, 

2019. This session was conducted by Dr. Alka Saxena and the Health & Wellness 

Resource Centre Team comprising of Ms. RenuKhare and Ms. Shreya Kumar, 

Counsellors & Content Developers.The objective of the session was to acquaint the 

staff members about POCSO Act 2012 (Protection of Children from Sexual Offences) 

and Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2015 along with the Safety 

and Security Measures adopted in school to provide a safe learning environment to the 

students.  

Dr. Saxena elaborately explained about the POCSO Act, adopted by India to safeguard 

children from sexual offense.  This is an Act to protect children from offences of 

sexual assault, sexual harassment and pornography and provide for establishment of 

Special Courts for trial of such offences and for matters connected therewith or 

incidental thereto. 

Ma’am briefed everyone regarding the Child Protection Policy of the school to provide 

a clear picture to the teachers for ensuring students’ safety in the school. The policy is 

designed in sync with the DCPCR Guidelines, Gurgaon Police Guidelines, CBSE 

Guidelines and Existing School Policy. This policy is applicable to all employees and 

any person who comes in contact with the school system. She urged the staff to be 

vigilant and sensitive towards the safety of the children and provide an enabling 

environment to the students. 

Ma’am gave a detailed description on the vision and mission of the school as far as 

students’ safety is concerned. She also apprised the staff about the safety measures 

taken for transport and even when students move out for picnic or any outdoor 

activities and other areas. Ma’am also briefed on Online safety so that teachers could 

guide the students properly for internet security. She updated everyone on the roles 

and responsibilities of ‘Child Abuse Monitoring Committee’ and ‘Core Committee 

Members’ to make children feel safe and secured in the school premises. The whole 

objective of session was   to sensitize teachers so that children can be protected from 

abuse and their safety can be ensured by providing  a safe learning environment.   

The Vice Principal, Madam Arpita Acharya thanked Dr. Alka Saxena for taking the 

initiative to make school a safe place for children and assured that all will work 

together for ensuring a safe learning environment for them. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

➢ SESSION ON GOAL SETTING FOR CLASS XII ( May 13,2019) 

“Setting goals leads to long term vision and motivation.” 

Health & Wellness team has always believed in guiding students to stride ahead, 

create new opportunities and set realistic goals which helps students with developing a 

compelling future in a confident and realistic way.  

The module on Goal Setting for class XII students was meant to empower students in 

utilizing their time to the optimum so that they can take academic responsibilities 

efficiently. This will further result in enhancing their knowledge along with following 

their passion. 

School counsellor, Ms. Shreya Kumar, along with Ms. Lakshmi Hariharan (Life Skills 

Facilitator) and Nitya Sri (XII-C), Health & Wellness Ambassador conducted an 

interactive session on May 13, 2019. The speakers imparted methodologies to students 

on the  importance of Planning and Effective Time Management.  

Facilitators further shared about how one can increase ones productivity by using 

simple tips like - planning a day in advance, consolidating similar tasks together, 



learning to say no when busy and so on. Long term and short term goals were also 

effectively illustrated and discussed with students at length. 

Students participated actively in activity, discussions and posed their queries and 

confusions. The session was indeed very motivating and effective for increasing the 

productivity of students. They learnt that goal has to be realistic with a stretch, 

requiring effort and focus to achieve it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

➢ ‘EMPEZAR’: A BEGINNING -HEALTH & WELLNESS FIESTA  (May 13,2019) 

Education, to be complete, must be humane; it must include not only the 

training of the intellect but the refinement of the heart and the discipline of the 

spirit.” -Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan 

Keeping the above thought in view, care is taken at Blue Bells Public School to give   

students enough exposure in every field of their lives to help them learn, understand 

and incorporate values and knowledge into their lives. This helps them develop into 

caring individuals. In sync with the same vision, ‘Empezar’: A Beginning, Health 



&Wellness Fiesta 2019-20 was hosted on May 13, 2019. This year’s theme was 

“Celebrating the bond of unconditional  love between mothers and children.”  

This  annual feature of the school for the students of Primary Wing included a number 

of creative activities like JEWELLERY BOX DESIGNING for Class III, THANK 

YOU BOUQUET for Class IV and SCRAP BOOK MAKING for class V. It was an 

event that witnessed 100% participation and abundance of cheer and zeal. The work 

done by the students was displayed during the MOTHERS Day Celebration later in the 

month.  

This is an earnest endeavour to root the students to our rich cultural heritage where 

mothers are highly placed and valued.         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



➢ WORLD NO TOBACCO DAY  ( May 14 & 17, 2019) 

‘Say no to smoking and tobacco to live a healthier and happier life’ 

WORLD NO TOBACCO DAY, designated by the World Health Organization is 

observed every year on May 31, to create mass awareness about the serious health 

hazards associated with the consumption of tobacco. In sync with the directives of 

CBSE to generate awareness on this issue, the Health & Wellness Programme of the 

school holds the Anti Tobacco Campaign every year. The students are explained the 

harmful effects of smoking and other tobacco products through various activities. 

Students are the ambassadors who carry the message of the school into the society. In 

sync with the same, Special Morning Assemblies were organized by the students of 

XII C and VIII C on May 14, 2019 and May 17,  respectively. The focus of these 

assemblies was to create awareness among the students and teachers on the harmful 

effects caused due to use of tobacco products. 

The assembly by Class XII C, presented a mesmerizing poem on Anti Tobacco Drive. 

The poem created awareness on how the people are getting into the trap of tobacco 

products and ending up themselves into a hazardous situation. The poem which was 

full of emotions touched the hearts of all and motivated everyone to either quit 

smoking, if they are a tobacco consumer or to help people to come out of this trap. The 

students also presented a skit on ‘QUIT TOBACCO ‘which consisted of the real life 

situation ofyoungsters now a days and how to deal with this problem. The participants 

of the play encouraged the audience to help this world become free from Tobacco. 

Well researched, age appropriate videos were shown to the students to highlight the 

harm done by tobacco consumption. The video also emphasized how our body is able 

to heal and regenerate itself after quitting tobacco.  

The assembly by VIII C highlighted the ill effects of tobacco use through a poem and 

talk by students. An animated movie, Anti Smoking Cartoon was screened which 

showed the harm done to various body organs due to smoking. 

Ms. Shreya Kumar, the School Counselor, and Nitya Sri, the Health & Wellness 

Ambassador highlighted some glaring facts about tobacco use and the health risks 

associated with smoking. They also shared how use of tobacco can affect the physical 

& emotional health and also the social life of the person using tobacco.  

The Assemblies closed on a promising note with a SIGNATURE CAMPAIGN. The 

Vice Principal, Middle Wing and Primary In charges, teachers and students wrote their 

thoughts and ideas to sensitize all on this core issue. The response of the students was 

overwhelming.  



This was an effort to create awareness and empower adolescents to become 

responsible and conscientious citizens by adopting a healthy lifestyle. 

The campaign ended with a positive note of choosing life over tobacco. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



➢ MOTHERS DAY (May 18, 2019) 

Mother, one word that cannot be defined in a single phrase; one word that embodies 

all the love a human being could possibly offer. 

Mother is the most important relationship that God gifts us with; she is someone who 

makes our lives fulfilling and worth living. The special connection and bonding that 

we share with her cannot be described in words. She is the one who showers 

unconditional love on us and nurtures our lives through her valuable lessons and 

teachings. 

To make mothers feel special and fill their lives with sweetness and joy, Blue Bells 

Public School celebrated Mothers Day on the theme ‘My Mother, My Angel- 

Celebrating the bond of unconditional love between mothers and children’ as a 

part of ‘Empezar’ – A Beginning, Health & Wellness Fiesta 2019-20 on May 18, 

2019.  

A session was organized for the participating mothers on “Awareness towards breast 

cancer and cervical cancer in females”. This was an eye opener for all the mothers 

and became the highlight of the day. The speaker Dr. DivyaSehra, Associate 

Consultant Gynaecology Oncology, Fortis Memorial Research Institute, 

Gurgaon, took a session on Breast and Cervical Cancer for the all the mothers 

present. She spoke about the causes, symptoms and prevention for both kinds of 

cancer in detail. Dr. Divya also shared the age at which preventive measures should be 

taken and the different kinds of preventive measures available. She urged all the 

mothers to take care of themselves as they are the pillars of the family and society. 

The Vice Principal of the School, Ms. Arpita Acharya accorded a warm welcome to all 

the mothers. She shed light on the pivotal role of a mother, the one who gives 

immeasurable care and happiness to her child. The Health & Wellness Ambassador 

Nitya Sri and the Peer Mentor Ankita Maiti, availed the opportunity to address the 

audience and expressed their views on how mothers help in shaping the growth and 

personality of a child. They saluted all the mothers for making the lives of their 

children very special. Students presented a well synchronized cultural programme for 

their mothers which left the audience spellbound. 



The wonderful jewellery boxes, the pretty bouquets and innovative scrapbooks with 

thoughtful messages made by the students of classes III to V respectively, during 

Empezar– A Beginning, Health & Wellness Fiesta were also displayed. All mothers 

were overwhelmed, overjoyed and over the moon seeing the expressions of love and 

affection from their children.  

Mothers participated in various events like Retro Twinning, Fun Zone, Rangoli and 

Salad Decoration with great enthusiasm. The school stood enriched by the offerings 

made by mothers in the form of creativity. They were felicitated with tokens of honour 

and respect. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

➢ AWARENESS CAMPAIGN ON DENGUE PREVENTION ( July 16, 17, 

23,2019) 

 “Awareness is the key to good health.” 

At Blue Bells we believe that children can surely make a difference to the society.  In 

order to do so, they just need to be empowered with the right information and 

awareness regarding different issues 

prevalent in the society.  With the aim of 

sensitizing students with the ways to combat 

the deadly disease Dengue, special 

assemblies were held for students of classes 

III- XII. These sessions were conducted as a 

part of the Peer Educator Programme. 

The assembly for primary wing students 

was held on July 17, 2019 in which they 

were shown an animated video on Dengue. 

The video highlighted the causes and 



symptoms of the disease along with some ways to prevent it. The assemblies for 

classes IX- XII and VI- VIII were held on July 16, 2019 and July 23, 2019 

respectively. Information regarding the prevention of the disease, the breeding 

condition of the mosquitoes and steps that could be taken to reduce the risk of 

acquiring the disease were shared with the help of a power point presentation. At the 

end of all these sessions, a quiz was conducted to check the understanding of the 

students about the disease. Students responded very well and showcased sound 

understanding of the content.The noteworthy feature of the assembly was that the 

whole programme was presented by the Health & Wellness Ambassador from class 

XII, Peer Mentor from class XI and Peer Educators from classes IX-X, under the 

guidance of the Health & Wellness Team. In addition to spreading awareness 

through the assemblies, posters on Dengue Awareness and Tips for Monsoon, were 

put across the school as well as on the school website. 

 

 
 

➢ PEER EDUCATOR FELICITATION CEREMONY (July 23, 2019) 
 

If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do more and become 

more, then you are a leader. 

– John Quincy Adams. 

We, at Blue Bells Public School strongly, believe in empowering children with life 

skills that will enable them to deal effectively with the demands and challenges of 

everyday life. 

The Health & Wellness Programme of the school has launched its own Peer Educator 

Programme in the year 2015 for the students of classes  VI – XII. The team of  Peer 

Educators consists of a Health & Wellness Ambassador from class XII, a Peer Mentor 

from class XI and 14 Peer Educators from classes VI to X. These students are an 



integral part of the Student Council and are selected through a well planned process. 

They work as a bridge between mentors and pupils and also conduct especially 

designed sessions for the students along with School Counsellors and Life Skills 

Facilitators. The team of Peer Educators for the session 2019-20 were selected through 

a well-planned selection procedure comprising the Written Round, JAM Session, 

Team Building Activities and Personal Interview with Dr. Saxena. The newly 

selected Peer Educators for the Academic Session 2019-20 were conferred with 

badges by Ms. Chandan Dhawan, Assistant Director Academics and Administration 

and Ms. Arpita Acharya, the Vice Principal, on July 23, 2019.Ms. Chandan Dhawan, 

congratulated the students and urged them to be impartial and honest in discharging 

their duties. She advised them to be role models and extend a supporting hand to their 

fellow students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Nurturing the students to be future leaders, an Introductory Session for newly elected 

Peer Educators  was planned & conducted by  Health and Wellness Ambassador, 

Nityasri and the Peer Mentor, Ankita Maiti, on July 19, 2019 under the guidance of 

Ms. Mamta Shivpuri and Ms. PrernaKarkhanis.  The entire process offered a new 

learning experience to all the participants. 

The highlight of the session was: 

• Ice breaking activity  

• Team building activities 

• Motivational videos  

• Role & Responsibilities  

• Followed by Do’s and Don’ts  

Dr. Alka apprised them about Do’s and Don’ts to be kept in mind as a Health & 

Wellness Council member in her address, she talked about their take away from the 

session and motivated them for achieving their goals. She wished good luck for their 

future endeavours.  

 

➢ A SPECTRUM OF LIFE SKILLS CELEBRATION: GENESIS- HEALTH 

& WELLNESS FIESTA  

(August 3, 2019) 

Blue Bells Family believes that every child is potentially the light of the world. To 

hone and sharpen the life skills of the multi talented youngsters today, as well as to 

provide a platform where Gen Now can share and exchange their creative, critical and 

innovative ideas, the school hosted  Genesis-  Health & Wellness Fiesta – An Inter 

School Mega Life Skills Event 2019-20  on August 3, 2019  for Classes VI- XII . It 

is one of the unique initiatives of Health & Wellness Programme. The competitions 

and activities were devised in a way which would help the students to discover their 

inherent potential . 

 

This event was a gateway of innovation, exploration and expression. It provided a 

podium where the students were able to express their concerns, a platform on which 

they showcased their understanding of life skills creatively; a canvas in which they 

painted their feelings, emotions and imaginations.  

 

The students of Class VI-VIII were involved in Poster Making on the theme- 

Healthy Life Style whereas the students of Class IX-XII had put in their concerted 

effort in presenting  Street Play  on Importance of Life Skills, Anti Bullying , 

Managing Emotions and Healthy Life Style. The unique feature of all the activities 

was that it had been developed in house on various issues faced by young adolescents.  



 

A Workshop on the topic, ‘’Bullying : A Story Behind the Façade” for the teachers 

was conducted by Dr. Alka Saxena and the members of Resource Centre Team. 

 

In the Opening Ceremony of the event, the students of the school presented a colourful 

cultural extravaganza to mark the beginning of the Mega Event which was declared 

open by Dr. Alka Saxena. The scintillating dance performance of the students left the 

audience spellbound.  

 

The Closing –cum – Valedictory Ceremony  was adorned by the gracious presence of 

Dr. Saroj Suman Gulati, esteemed Director, BBGS. The winners of various 

competitions which were a part of Genesis 2019-20  were felicitated . The Ceremony 

was embellished with presentations of the students giving a panoramic view of 

Genesis as well as the Health & Wellness Programme of the school. The winning 

Street Play by Blue Bells Model School  was staged and it enthralled the 

audience. 

 

The Overall Winners Trophy was bagged by Blue Bells Public School and as 

being the host school the trophy was passed on to First Runners Up – Blue Bells 

Model School , Sector 4, Gurugram .  

 

Dr. Gulati, our revered Director congratulated the winners as well as the team for a 

marvelous presentation.  Ma’am emphasized on the importance of Life Skills in 

holistic development of the personality.  

 

Speaking on the occasion, Dr. Alka Saxena blessed everyone present and 

congratulated the team for a wonderful presentation. She emphasized the value of life 

skills for each and every individual and appreciated the teachers and students of the  

participating schools   for sparing their valuable time and being a part of the festivity. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

➢ SENSITIZING STUDENTS ON SAFETY:  WORKSHOP ON SAFE 

TOUCH (September 2019) 

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can choose to change the 

world.” –Nelson Mandela  

With a vision to sensitize and aware the young Blue Bellians about their personal 

safety, sessions on Safe Touch were planned and prepared. These sessions were taken 

with the students of Classes III to VIII in different time slots by the members of Health 

& Wellness Team in the month of September 2019 to help them understand personal 

safety and ways to keep themselves safe.  

The focus of the session was to make students aware about the personal zones of their 

bodies for their safety. Difference between safe & unsafe touch, adopting safety 

measures like- ‘Say No’, ‘Scream’, ‘Run for Help’ & and ‘Tell’ a trusted adult (Like, 

Parents, Teachers & Counsellors) were also shared with them. To help the students 



understand the concept, an effective discussion on ‘Stranger Safety’ was undertaken, 

wherein students shared their concerns and views. The session was summarized by 

showing age appropriate videos to students on safety, suggested by the CBSE and the 

Gurgaon Police. 

The students found the workshop to be informative and felt that they were better 

equipped now to face these challenges. 

 



➢ INTER SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENTS 

“Sooner or later, those who win are those who think they can” 

Blue Bells sieges Manav Rachna 

April 12,2019 

When it comes to compete with others, Blue Bells welcomes the opportunity. With 

every passing day, the Blue Bellian zeal to excel is escalating. We participated in the 

Annual Technical Festival of Manav Rachna Educational Institutions 

‘INNOSKILL’2019. It aimed at young, budding and curious school students who are 

full of imagination and new ideas. It was a cut-throat completion where all the 

prestigious school of Delhi-NCR participated with the best of their lot. Our students 

successfully blended their imagination with innovation and technology, including the 

future aspects, resulting in winning Second Prize in Drama Competition and Third 

Prize in E –Movie Making. The Management, Vice-Principal and Teachers 

congratulated the winning squad and wished them best of luck for their future 

endeavors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                             ALWAYS A CHAMPION        

➢ BLUE BELLS CLICKS PICTURE PERFECT 

April 27,2019 

An Inter School IT Competition-‘Cyber Centurion’, organized by Ajanta Public 

School, in which our school has put up 'One Man Show'.  There was hardly any 

category where we didn't win 'First Prize'. Out of five categories, we won four First 

prize in the events like Fotografering, Retouner la grille, Game Verslaafd, 

Landwirtchaft and a Second prize in  the event Afbleeding. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BELIEVE IN YOURSELF 

 

➢ State Level in ‘International Informatics Olympiad (II0 18) Level 2 

May14, 2019 

We are delighted to share with you that the outstanding students from our school have 

brought in lots of laurels and accolades to our esteemed school by winning Top slots 

at State Level in ‘International Informatics Olympiad (iI018) Level 2’competing 

with their counter parts from India and abroad despite their early ages and curved a 

niche for themselves in the aforementioned Olympiad. 

Toppers at a glance 

Name State 

Rank 

Prize Medal 

HARSHITA 

KANDWAL 

1 Pierre Cardin 

Pen 

Gold 

KUSHAGRA 1 Pierre Cardin 

Pen 

Gold 

MANISH 

KUMAR 

3 Pierre Cardin 

Pen 

Bronze 

ISHAAN SINGH 2 Pierre Cardin 

Pen 

Silver 

 Kushagra Luthra needs special mention who wrote his inspirational success story 

and achieved Olympiad Rank 24 in IIO Level and Olympiad Rank 7in IIO Level – 2 at 

International level in. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

➢ WORKSHOP ON IMPORTANCE OF PROBIOTICS 

MAY 15,2019 
The zeal to excel, unflinching dedication and 

expert supervision yield to sure shot success. 

Our recent victory is the vocal testimony of 

this. Our students participated in a workshop 

on Importance of Probiotics to celebrate the 

birthday of Father of Probiotics, Nobel 

Laureate ‘ Dr.Elie Metchnikoff’. It was a 

joint venture of Lotus Valley International 

School in association with the Gut 

Microbiota and Probiotic Science Foundation 

(India). It was over-whelming for our 

students to perform in front of jury of 

eminent doctors. Once again our students 

proved their mettle among 28 renowned 

schools of NCR and flinched IInd Runner 

up trophy along with a cash prize of 

Rs1500 each for their presentations on the use     

of Probiotics. 

     FORGING AHEAD…… 

 

 

 



➢ MOSAIC 2019 

August 6,2019 

The campus of our school was filled with glee when the tiny tots bagged the overall 

trophy for the event ‘MOSAIC  2019’ from KR Mangalam World School. These 

budding enthusiasts participated in multiple events and left everyone spellbound with 

their talent. Ravya Sharma participated in ‘IN NATURE’S GUISE’ and secured the 

first prize. She looked absolutely adorable as she walked the ramp with confidence in 

the attire which was designed according to the theme. Daksh Sehrawat and Pranika 

Khandelwal participated in Create & Narrate and bagged the second prize. Hiya 

Sharma of Grade 1 participated in Bits & Pieces and bagged the first prize.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



➢ E-COLLOSSEUM 

August 09,2019 

When comes the confrontation of true passion and skill, the young technocrats and 

budding enthusiasts of our school gladly presented an epic showdown of unquenchable 

desire of a Technological heart. Our brilliant students participated in E-Collosseum 

2019- an IT Raree Show in DAV Sec 49, Gurgaon. 

Once again Blue Bellians showed their mettle and stole the show. Sushant Yadav and 

Shubdeep Mitra won First Prize in Analogue, a Robotics Competition.Komal 

Bhalla and Anmol bagged First Prize in Perspective Documentary. KanishkGulia 

and Ishaan Singh clinched Second Prize in Audio mixing. Congratulations to all the 

winners who always bring laurels to their Alma mater and inspire the fellow Blue 

Bellians to follow their footprints. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



➢ SHALOM CONCLAVE 2019 

August 09,2019 

'The future belongs to those who learn more skills and combine them in creative 

ways.' 

Budding artists of our School participated in 

Shalom Conclave 2019- An Inter school 

competition at Shalom Hills International 

School on and made their alma mater proud with 

their astounding achievement. Aanvi Sharma 

participated in Nimble Fingers and bagged 1st 

Runner Up award whereas Shambhavi 

Agrawal and Aditya Raj of Class III 

participated in Art - O – Mania and bagged the 

Special Jury Award. 

 

 

➢ NATIONAL SCIENCE CONCOURS 

August 10,2019 

Time and again Blue Bellians have 

proved that Talent is independent of age. 

Recently Juhi Arora and Anmol 

Malhotra from VII standard displayed 

their Scientific Acumen and won 

Winner’s Trophy, Certificate of Merit 

and Cash Prize of 5000Rs and 2000 Rs 

respectively in National Science 

Concours. 

Also both the budding scientists got 

themselves successfully registered in the 

coveted Merit List all over the country 

in VI to VIII category. Our experienced 

faculty got its due and was awarded with 

‘Certificate of Appreciation’. No 

wonders these students will give bring 

revolution in the field of Science provided we are able to applause and acknowledge 

their talent at the embryonic stage. 



➢ MI-ME-CORPE DIEM 

August 31,2019 

Our Primary Students participated in MI-ME-CORPE DIEM Inter-School MI fest at 

Amity International School and emerged out 

as WINNERS . Our performance was 

lauded by the audience whole heartedly and 

made us win SECOND PRIZE in Sway and 

Swirl Fusion Dance 

It was a Life Skills based event and our team 

was mentored by Cultural Department and 

Health and Wellness members under the 

guidance of Dr Alka Saxena, Deputy 

Director (Health and Wellness), Blue Bells 

Group of Schools. 

 

 

➢ Blue Bells Public School Excels Among 60 Schools of NCR 

Our Champions are known for their 

grit and gallantry which always yield 

in galore of accolades 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Today our team comprising of Nikunj Chauhan,DakshMalik,Mihir Yadav, Bhavey 

Sehgal ( all from class IX) bagged Silver Medal in International Robotics 

Competition 

To add more Bells and Whistles to this Victory of ours, Our Second Team comprising 

of Sushant Yadav, Shubdeep Mitra, YashdeepLamba( all from class VII) and 



Shubham Yadav from Class VI bagged Bronze Medal. It was a cut throat 

competition,held at Bhartiya Vidhya Bhawan Connaught Place,New Delhi 

We proudly announce that we have successfully Qualified for International Robotics 

Competition for NATIONAL LEVEL which is going to be held in Thayagraj 

Stadium Delhi. 

  

➢ MI- ME’ AN INTER-SCHOOL MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCE COMPETITION 

August 28, 2019 

Challenge is the pathway to engagement and progress in our lives. These challenges 

make us feel alive, engaged and connected; they motivate us to set bigger and bolder 

challenges for ourselves. 

Blue Bellians are bravehearts who accept all challenges with high spirits. A special 

assembly was held in the Primary Wing  to acknowledge and honour the effort of 

students who proved their mettle in different Inter school competitions and Olympiads. 

Our talented singers of Class IV participated in Group Song Competition at The 

Maurya School and bagged the second prize. The skillful performers of the Primary 

Wing participated in ‘Shadow Play’ at Manav Rachna International School  and 

bagged the Special Mention Award. Little artists of Class III participated in Art-O-

Mania at Shalom Hills International School and bagged the second prize. All these 

winners were given trophies and certificates. Students who showcased excellent 

performance in GK Olympiad and English Olympiad were also felicitated with medals 

and certificates. It was a time of jubilation for the students! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

➢ SPORTS 

“The harder the battle, the sweeter the victory” 

‘VERVE 19’ 

August 03,2019 

Blue Bells Lifts Winner’s Trophy at ‘VERVE 19’ 

Undaunted courage, the zeal to excel and perseverance are the tried and tested mantras 

that produce Champions and our recent victory in ‘VERVE 19’ is the living testimony of 

that .Though it was an Annual Interschool Sports Championship but the fiery participants 

took it to next level.It was a cut-throat 

competition in which all the reputed 

schools of NCR participated and this 

what Blue Bells Public School seeks the 

most. Once again Blue Bellians showed 

their mettle and won GOLD MEDAL 

in under 15 Volleyball (Girls). Our 

under 15 Girls Football Team 

clinched Bronze medal in Football 

and our brilliant student ‘Shreya’ 

got the BEST PLAYER award for 

her outstanding performance in 



Volleyball. The experienced Sports faculty of ours which has knack to produce 

champions out of aspirants got its due and Ms.SushmaSehrawat was awarded with the 

‘BEST COACH’award.Congratulations to all the winners and teachers who bring joy to 

their alma mater and inspire their juniors to carry forward the proud legacy of Blue Bells. 

 

Blue Bells Public School Bags Runner Up Trophy in CBSE VOLLEYBALL 

CLUSTER 

Once again our Champions proved their mettle and raised the bar higher. 

Our Volleyball Team defeated Bal Bhawan School Gannor and succeeded in clinching 

RUNNER Up Trophy. 

It was cut-throat competition and top 32 Teams of CBSE Schools participated in it. 

But the fortune favoured the brave and our team successfully made its presence feel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The more difficult the victory, The greater the happiness in winning.” 

 



➢ TRIPS  

“Travel does the heart good.” 

Trip to National Heritage Transport Museum 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An educational trip to a 

museum opens a whole new 

world of mystical power 

where we see history 

passing beneath our very 

eyes, changing every 

moment. It reminds us of 

our long journey to the 

present and takes us into a 

real voyage of discovery. 



To enable students, understand the evolution of transport in our country, the school 

organized educational trips to National Heritage Transport Museum for the students of 

classes 3-5from October 22, 2019 to October 24, 2019. 

 

Walking through the very portals of National Heritage Transport Museum was 

electrifying-hanging Chevrolets, airplanes and the works! Students were excited with 

the very first exhibit itself and the curiosity kept on mounting with each passing 

section of the museum. The evolution of transport was very well explained by the 

guide and the facts were clear to the students. They found artefacts of interest 

everywhere- be it a Calcutta rickshaw or a crystal studded motor bike, the trains 

travelled by the royalty or the unmechanized transports like ‘Jugaad’of the yore. 

Students were spellbound by the array of cars like Chevrolet, Mercedes Benz, Buick, 

Ambassador and the broad school buses of the yesteryears. All this was like reading a 

fascinating book with they being the protagonists! 

 

The maritime section, the aviation section, the toy section had many surprises for the 

students. It was indeed an exciting journey of discovery for the students, the memory 

of which they will cherish for a long time. 
 

 

➢ CELEBRATIONS 

CELEBRATIONS 

The more you praise and celebrate your life, The more there is in life to celebrate. 

 

First  Morning Assembly of 2019 

April 02, 2019 

Well begun is half done 

Blue Bells believes that success is ongoing 

journey. One successful academic session 

calls for another and the same spirit echoed 

in the seminar Hall when Blue Bells Public 

School organised its first School assembly 

for the session 2019-2020 on April 2,2019. 

The Vice-Principal welcomed the students 

and congratulated them for their hard work 

which resulted in their sparkling success. In 

her short but effective speech she explained 

https://www.facebook.com/bbpublic/photos/pcb.1258114484375841/1258113097709313/?type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARD2Ry3yLicYJxV25w0wsz9zhlQ6jUzsUB40Af7jrsY1jQ_uUue1rMKqrk4QOoa1fBOA-6f8IUxJ1M-t&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDwChOCMkMJ-8qQAFOdRB1g7evUyNFr4WXk0nc90xFxys4dWT2hsvjgqYsaynGVJ0EBFBAL3_yC77JGan11v3QveHEGJbHdrdxul1wKasI7c7H8Sn8e4PrLi1BSKMkIYsL6DquLmR5qPcUp7iZ78DrRBUusIDlPUqTvXT_QL2XU3bcEz2yYz96hW2alNFzrFFc99vdTtsjRkfmB1hmMRfscTa3AKjBNogTVYL920Vs8nbSOtfLqZI9_u9gNh3dhQnRyV4UFaeMvI42EzF5uSFartfZLhGx6NU_OTv8BCjg39IO5EBxDTm9WxudIflGY1OfrQ8OqVKuAikVAOYICceQHiw
https://www.facebook.com/bbpublic/photos/pcb.1258114484375841/1258113097709313/?type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARD2Ry3yLicYJxV25w0wsz9zhlQ6jUzsUB40Af7jrsY1jQ_uUue1rMKqrk4QOoa1fBOA-6f8IUxJ1M-t&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDwChOCMkMJ-8qQAFOdRB1g7evUyNFr4WXk0nc90xFxys4dWT2hsvjgqYsaynGVJ0EBFBAL3_yC77JGan11v3QveHEGJbHdrdxul1wKasI7c7H8Sn8e4PrLi1BSKMkIYsL6DquLmR5qPcUp7iZ78DrRBUusIDlPUqTvXT_QL2XU3bcEz2yYz96hW2alNFzrFFc99vdTtsjRkfmB1hmMRfscTa3AKjBNogTVYL920Vs8nbSOtfLqZI9_u9gNh3dhQnRyV4UFaeMvI42EzF5uSFartfZLhGx6NU_OTv8BCjg39IO5EBxDTm9WxudIflGY1OfrQ8OqVKuAikVAOYICceQHiw
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the students ‘The role of discipline in 

achieving success’. The students were 

briefed about the current affairs and 

budding speakers of Blue Bells gave 

food for thoughts to the patient 

listeners. Afterwards the winners of 

BYJU competition were felicitated 

with awards. The assembly concluded 

with National Anthem. 

 

 

➢ Astronomy Session 

 April 7, 2019  

Gone are the days when Science was limited 

to the four walls of classrooms and 

laboratories. Blue Bells believes ‘Learning by 

doing’ is the best way to reach to the core of 

any subject and that too play-way manner. 

Recently an Astronomy workshop was 

organised in Blue Bells Public School on 

‘Hydro Rocketry’ to make students 

understand Rockets as space vehicles and 

how they function. Firstly the students were 

introduced to the concept of rockets and 

their functioning .Afterwards ‘Hydro 

Rockets’ were shown to them. Finally a 

Hydro Rocket was launched from the 

school playground to demonstrate its ability 

to fly aloft. The students were amused to 

see how Hydro Rockets soar high. Then the 

Blue Bellians themselves designed, 

constructed hydro Rockets using plastic 



soft-drinks bottles, cardboards and glue etc. and even successfully launched them using 

self-made wooden launchers. Their excitement knew no bounds to compete among 

themselves. The workshop lasted for two hours. At the end the students were given 

‘Rocket Scientists Badges, Educational Resource Hand outs and Space Explorer 

Certificates. All in all it was an interesting and informative workshop which students 

enjoyed to the fullest.  

➢ Founder’s Day 

April 10, 2019 

Blue Bells Public School’s Founder’s Day celebration was anything but ordinary. 

Founder’s Day on Wednesday, the 10th of April represented years of history compacted 

into a ceremony that lasted for two 

hours. It is precisely the fact that 

Founder’s Day instills in every Blue 

Bellian, past and present, a strong sense 

of belonging to a wider community that 

makes it special. It is worth expressing 

gratitude for our Mentor, Philosopher 

and Guide Late Sh. B.D.Gulati Ji who 

laid the basis for us to be regarded as 

one of the best schools of Gurgaon. 

There is no doubt that 'Protecting our 

environment is the need of the hour’ and to 

sensitize students towards the need, tree 

plantation drive was organized in the school. 

The tiny tots of the Pre Primary Wing came 

together in the plantation drive and planted 

various fruits and flower-bearing saplings 

within the school premises. A special patch 

was created in the backyard of the school 

where the little ones planted the saplings and 



watered them. They also took the pledge of planting more and more trees in future. The 

story telling session was organized for the classes I and II with creative gestures and 

puppets.The enthusiasm of Primary wing needs special mention who made best out of 

waste, wrote slogans on ‘The Greener, the Better’ and made informative posters on ‘The 

way towards the Greener Earth’. The middle wing of the school celebrated the day with 

an Art competition on the topic ‘My Vision For My School.’ 

The senior students organised a rally on 

this occasion to sensitize the society to 

utilize the natural resources 

judiciously. At the end ‘Hawan’ was 

performed and our revered Director 

Dr.Saroj Suman Gulati explained to 

the students the significance and 

scientific aspect of ‘Hawan’. It was 

really heartening to see that the vision 

of our Founder Chairperson to have a 

greener Earth is still alive and echoes 

in every Blue Bellian. 

 

         

 

 



➢ Blue Bells Lends Its Helping Hand 

April 20, 2019 

We have to share our best of the seeds with 

our neighbours to have a better and 

enriching environment. Being a 

progressive school, Blue Bells happily 

shares its valuable resources with the 

underprivileged ones. Today our school 

celebrated Community Day to 

commemorate the birth anniversary of Dr. 

B.R. Ambedkar and to stay true to his 

philosophy of providing an equal 

opportunity to all. 

The program was extended to the community 

by inviting an NGO UdayanGhar’s children to 

enhance their knowledge about the new 

technology. Varied IT Sessions and workshops 

on Circuiting, 3 D Printing and Arduino were 

carried out by trained mentors and school 

faculty. Mr. RajrishiBasu , ATL mentor, Blue 

Bells Public School enlightened the students 

about the basic Physics in our day to day 

activities .In his short but effective address, he 

explained the students about the upcoming 

developments in the field of Science like 3D 

Printing etc. The children also participated in 

these workshops along with Blue Bellians for 

better learning. It was a goodwill gesture on our 

part to create a more inclusive society of young 

innovators who don’t have access to elite 

educational institutes. 



The Primary Section of our school needs special 

mention. The young Blue Bellians rang every 

bell, blew every whistle and quite literally, nearly 

set the stage on fire with their Bhangra 

Performance to celebrate the joy and happiness 

of harvest season, i.e. Baisakhi. Speaking on the 

occasion, our Vice-Principal Ms.Arpita Acharya 

appreciated the efforts of Mr. Rajarshi Basu, 

and expressed her gratitude to Dr.B.R 

.Ambedkar for his contribution and urged the 

children to follow his footprints. 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



➢ ‘Women Empowerment Day’ with Jack of All Trades-Dr. Bani Yadav 

 April 24, 2019 

To promote and propagate 'Importance of women in elections’ and ‘women’ should not 

get influenced by anyone’ to pursue their rights especially the right to vote, a special 

Workshop was organized for the Teachers of Blue Bells Public School on April 24,2019 

on the occasion of Women Empowerment Day .It was an attempt to inculcate a sense of 

responsibility amongst the teachers to understand the importance of elections and 

electoral process and all the connected aspects. The workshop focused on spreading 

awareness on how important each vote is and why every eligible candidate should enroll 

himself to vote. It was really a matter of honour for the teachers to get enlightened by Dr 

Bani Yadav who is ‘Jack of All Trades’ in every sense. She was awarded the Best 

Sportsperson Award for 2017 by Haryana State Government on the 69th Republic Day of 

India and the Woman Achiever Award by CII - IWN. The gathering was addressed by 

Mr.Jitender Kumar ,SDM Gurugram as well.The response of the faculty was over 

whelming. It was really heartening to see that the intellectual assets of Blue Bells 

understand its roles and responsibilities for better governance and ideal government. 

     

 



➢ Forewarned is Forearmed 

May 02, 2019 

Prior knowledge of possible dangers 

and problems give us a tactical 

advantage. No progressive school 

takes any chance when it comes to 

safety and security of its students and 

teachers and Blue Bells Public school is no 

exception. Recently our students and 

teachers were given Fire-Fighting Training in 

the school premises by the certified Fire 

Fighting professional to ensure the safety and 

well-being of our students and teachers. 

Firstly, the students were told about 

different kinds of fire and the ways and 

means to extinguish them. Afterwards 

the students were told about the 

common mistakes which people 

unknowingly do at the time of crisis. The evacuation plan and different exit points were 

explained to them in detail and it was followed with practical drill. The students 

participated whole-heartedly and we were able to evacuate the whole school in merely 

two minutes. All in all, it was a well-planned and meticulously executed activity which 

successfully met its goal. 

    



➢ INVESTITURE CEREMONY (PRIMARY WING) 

 May 7, 2019 

“Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality. Good leaders are 

trailblazers, making a path for others 

to follow.” 

The School provides ample 

opportunities to its students to 

experience leadership by providing 

right set of circumstances. Keeping a 

futuristic vision, the school prepares the 

great leaders of tomorrow, today, by 

assisting the students to hone their 

communication and interpersonal skills. 

This way they learn to overcome 

difficulties and move ahead. 

The office bearers of the Student 

Council were entrusted with duties 

and responsibilities. The high point 

of the Ceremony was when the 

outgoing Head Boy and the Head 

Girl handed over the school flag to 

the present incumbent Tanmay 

Joshi and Amisha Parkash. The 

Choir presented a melodious and 

inspiring song which perfectly suited 

the event. The march by all the 

council members was spectacular 

and it set the mood for the event. 

Our revered Madam Chandan 

Dhawan gave away the badges to the Council Members and apprised them of the 

responsibilities they would share. The assembly ended with a speech by the Head Boy 

and the Head Girl which was well received by the audience.  

 

 

 

 



➢ Labour Day                                                                                     

 May 7, 2019 

Evert Effort Counts 

With an aim to acknowledge the 

painstaking efforts of our Support Staff 

and to say ‘Thank You’ to these  

everyday ‘Heroes’, a special assembly 

was organised by Class VC on the 

occasion of ‘Labour Day’. Students 

presented a speech and expressed their 

gratitude for everything that’s done every 

day by these helpers to make their stay in 

school wonderful. A beautiful poem was 

presented which laid emphasis on 

importance of helpers and their unconditional 

support. It was followed by a choir 

presentation which added to the joie de vivre 

and exuberance of the day. The programme 

concluded with a small presentation of 

bouquets to the members of the School 

Support Staff. The smiles and happiness on their faces really turned out to be the 

highlight of the day. The bouquets were a result of the creative effort made by 

the students of classes III-V. 



 

➢ MOTHER’S DAY 

May 8, 2019 

“A mother's hand Which The  Children  Hold  Are  Strong And Tenacious To 

Withstand The Gales Of Time.” 

Mothers are great dreamers, planners ,strategists and warriors! They can withstand any 

hardship ,climb any mountain, cross any turbulent sea to see their children flowering 

into a wonderful human beings. Their prayers can never die or get lost nor their 

blessings ever cease to see  their dearest ones flourish. In her smile, her child finds 

courage; in her scolding, the child finds a way;  in her gentle arms her child finds 

solace ...Such is a mother...a super being! 

Volumes have been written on the significance and sacrifices of Mothers. Today Blue 

Bells Public School paid reverence towards 

the holy and heavenly entity ‘Mothers’ in its 

own unique way. The celebration 

commenced on a serious note with a session 

on ‘Breast Cancer Awareness’. Dr.DivyaSehra 

from Fortis Hospital was invited by our school 

to enlighten the august gathering about the 

early detection, treatment as well as palliative 

care of this disease. The session lasted 

for 25 minutes, followed by question -

answer round. Afterwards the guests 

participated in, Fashion Show, Salad 

Decoration, Group Games and Rangoli 

Competition. Their enthusiasm and 

sportsman spirit was really 

praiseworthy as well as inspiring. The 

program lasted for two hours. At the 



end, the prizes were given to all the winners. The guests praised the arrangements and the 

efforts made by the school. The day ended with all mothers and children enjoying 

themselves and taking back fond memories of a day well spent. 

   

➢ EVENING RENDEZVOUS WITH THE SKY 

 May 10, 2019  

Blue Bellians Enjoy Evening Rendezvous with The 

Sky  Astronomy intrigues the mind of all. The realm of 

endless possibilities and a lot to explore. Recently Blue 

Bells Public school organised Astronomy Workshops 

‘Destination Moon and Planet’ for the classes (V-VI) 

and ‘EVENING RENDEZVOUS WITH THE SKY’ 

(For the Classes VII -IX). It was quite encouraging for 

us to see that 

their parents 

also turned up 

to enjoy the 

session. The work shop aimed at teaching 

different phases and features of the Moon. The 

students were made to play various games to 

identify various features of Moon.  



They also understood how these features 

were formed with the help of hands-on Lunar 

crater making activity. They came to know 

how different phases are shown by the moon 

through moon ball activity. Their excitement 

knew no bounds to observe the Moon and 

different planets through a telescope. It was 

like taking a sky tour and gathering 

information about various constellations, 

bright stars and planets. The senior students 

revised about the functioning of telescope, its 

importance, invention, types, working, 

and astronomical discoveries. They 

were instructed how to align telescope 

towards the celestial objects in the 

sky. The workshop lasted for Fifty 

minutes. At the end the students were 

given Sky map poster, Educational 

Resource Handbook, Space Explorers 

Certificates, Moon poster, and SPACE 

Explorers Workshop Participation 

Certificates. 

          

➢ Gadgets and Games-My Delight 

 May 17, 2019 

Technology brings excitement; it helps 

look into the future, and makes us brave 

enough to try to shape it. It has been 

making our lives easier in many ways, 

but at the same time, the exposure of 

students to games and gadgets at an early 

age is affecting them. Games and gadgets 

are a source of delight among children. 

They are changing the way the 

children live, influencing the way they 

behave and altering the way they think. 

  



At Blue Bells, we understand that a child’s healthy 

development involves social interaction, creative 

imaginative play and an engagement with the real, 

natural world. So, it becomes imperative to gauge 

how much involved our children are with games 

and gadgets. Keeping this in mind, a self 

assessment exercise on ‘Gadgets and Games-My 

Delight’ was conducted for the students of classes 

III-V. Students attempted a variety of questions 

about their involvement with gadgets and games. 

The activity helped the teachers to know more 

about their students and make an action plan to 

bring awareness among the students. 

 

 

➢ Habit of Gaming 

 May 21, 2019 

No one is immune from addiction; it afflicts people of all ages, races, classes and 

profession.” 

There is no denying in the fact that excessive Internet use can lead to the development 

of a behavioural addiction. Internet addiction is being considered as a serious threat to 

the mental health. The excessive use of the Internet has been linked to a variety of 

negative psychosocial consequences, like decrease in moral values, lack of self-control 

and emotional desensitization. 

Keeping the same concern in consideration, 

the Cyber Congress Team of Blue Bells 

Public School conducted a Debate on 

‘Habit of Gaming’ for the classes IX to 

XII, on May 21, 2019. The students 

participated actively with a great 

dynamism and it was delightful to see the 

enthusiasm and zeal of the students 



resulting in the healthy discussion. The students concluded that gaming helps in team 

building, problem solving, improves brain speed, multitasking and social skills among 

students. Also they agreed to the fact that anything which exceeds its limit is always 

proven fatal to the humanity and gaming is no exception. 

The debate was concluded with the 

symptoms and suggestion to remain 

safe from addiction. The students 

suggested that to help the addicted 

students, we should not be judgmental 

and try to make them realize the 

importance of Time Management. All 

in all, it was a well organised and 

thoughtful activity which served its 

purpose to the fullest. 

 

➢ International Yoga Day 

June21, 2019 

There is no denying in the fact that Yoga is pillar of preventive health care and 

wellbeing. Its importance increases many folds as today our youth is increasingly 

becoming vulnerable to heart ailments. In the wake of a better and healthy society, 

Blue Bells celebrated the Fifth Edition of ‘International Yoga Day’ along with the 

Students, Teachers and Support Staff. It was a sincere effort on the part of institution 

to mobilize and motivate the students and the staff to make Yoga an essential part of 

their daily schedule which has always been part of our culture. The enthusiasm of the 

learners was praiseworthy and they whole heartedly practiced various Asanas, taught 

by the Yoga Instructors. The session lasted for Ninety Minutes and it ended with a 

promise that the learners would keep on practicing it forever and ever. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



➢ Regularity and Punctuality 

July 24 , 2019 

Regularity and punctuality are necessary traits which are found in all successful people. 

These virtues play an important role in students’ lives by helping them achieve their 

desired goals. 

A special assembly was conducted by Primary Wing on July 24, 2019 to felicitate the 

students with full attendance in the Academic Session 2018-2019. Primary Wing 

InchargeMs Rima Gaekwad honoured the students of Classes Nursery- V with mementos. 

She congratulated all the award winners and encouraged them to keep up their 

performance. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



➢ Declamation 

July24, 2019 

“Texting is not talking and a phone is not a friend.” 

On one hand, technology has 

revolutionized our world. It’s hard to 

escape from the absolute need of 

technology in our daily life. On the other 

hand, over exposure to gadgets and games 

has proven to be quite a challenge. 

 With the aim to sensitize the students on 

the apt use of gadgets and games, an 

Inter House Declamation Competition 

was conducted for Classes III-V on July 

22, 2019. The theme of declamation was 

‘Gadgets and Games-Useful Servants, 

Dangerous Masters’. The competition 

was a part of Cyber Safety Awareness 

Programme under the guidance of 

MsAnshuka Aneja, Deputy Director, IT 

(BBGS) . 

 The first round of the competition was 

conducted in each class wherein the 

students were shortlisted for the final 

Round. Students displayed confidence, 

enthusiasm and alertness while 

participating in the competition. The 

participants took the stage with 

aplomb and showcased their excellent 

oratorical skills. The event was graced 

by Honourable Dhawan Ma’am. The 

judges were Ms. Mamta Shivpuri, Mr 

Anil Bhardwaj, Ms Sunita Yadav and 

Ms Laxmi Hariharan. 



 The first prize was won by Nevia Yadav ( IV C) – 

Radha Krishnan House, second prize was clinched 

by NishthaMakkar ( III C ) – Kalpana Chawla 

House, third position was bagged by Samya 

Sharma (IV D ) - Kalpana Chawla House and Sara 

Bhatnagar ( VC  )-Sarojini Naidu House was 

awarded with appreciation certificate. Judges spoke 

highly of the participants and applauded their 

effort. Primary Wing Incharge felicitated the 

winners with certificates. 

        

  

➢ THEATRIX 

 July 25, 2019 

A talent for drama is not a talent for 

writing but is an ability to articulate 

human relationships.   

 Theatre is an influential learning in 

students' lives. Creativity can flourish, 

academics can improve, and means of self-

expression can be developed. It is important 

to have mandatory theatre sessions in every 

esteemed Educational institute because 

when a student participates in these kinds of 

co-curricular activities, he learns what a class room teaching can't help. Keeping the 

same in the mind, recently Blue Bells Public School organized THEATRIX, an Inter-

house Theatre Fest. Four Hindi Classical 

and Four Shakespearean Plays were 

showcased to make students feel and 

cherish the essence of Literature to the 

fullest. 

Theatre is a sacred space for actors. 

You are responsible; you are in the 

driving-seat. 



The performance of the students mesmerized 

the audience and it was really a Herculean 

task for the esteemed panel of judges to 

choose the best of the best. Finally on the 

basis of Creativity, Presentation, Dialogue 

delivery, Expressions and Fluency ‘Sarojini 

Naidu House’ was declared as the winner. 

While addressing the gathering Deputy 

Director, Academic development and 

Innovation, Blue Bells Group of Schools 

Ms.Soumya Gulati lauded the efforts of 

the students and teachers and gave 

valuable tips to make the event more 

relevant and engaging. 

➢ Academic Excellence Award Ceremony 

July 30, 2019 

It is no less than a dream come true for many to 

beat their fiery opponents and excel in 

academics. Blue Bellians enjoy this healthy 

rivalry which motivates them to work harder, 

better and smarter to get the best out of 

themselves. Blue Bells Public School appreciates 

this spirit of the young achievers and in order to 

honour their hard work and perseverance, 

recently our 

school 

invited the Achievers and their parents for 

Academic Excellence Award Ceremony. It was 

an over-whelming moment for the accompanying 

parents to see how their aspiring wards proved 

their mettle and appreciated by all. All the 

achievers were awarded by the School 

Leadership and Teachers. The event lasted for 

ninety minutes but created the memories for ever. 



➢ Raksha Bandhan with Armed Forces 

 August 13 , 2019 

They may be Security Personnel for many but Blue Bells Public School considers 

them as its ‘Extended family’ who don’t 

mind spending ages away from their near 

and dear ones to ensure our safety, security 

and well-being. Today our students visited 

BSF camp, Chawla to celebrate ‘RAKSHA 

BANDHAN’ with the soldiers. It was 

really an overwhelming moment for those 

‘Men of Steel’. So far so close from home 

and relatives. Our students spent nearly 

one hour there and the august gathering 

was enthralled by the melody of our 

students who dedicated patriotic songs to 

our brave soldiers. All in all it was a 

never to be forgotten experience. 

    

 

 

 



➢ Blue Bells Public School Celebrates Independence Day 

August 13, 2019 

Blue Bells Public School celebrated 73rd 

Independence Day with unprecedented 

patriotic fervour on August 13, 2019. At the 

stroke of midnight of the August 15, 1947, 

India shook off the shackles of British Rule 

and became free. It was a night of 

celebration all over the country. The world 

learned the power of non-violent protest as 

Gandhiji led the diverse people of India in a 

struggle for home rule. 

The Blue Bellians celebrated this moment 

of pride and joy in its premises with 

Dr.Saroj Suman Gulati ,Honourable 

Director of Blue Bells Group of Schools 

as the Chief Guest of the Programme. 

Madam hoisted the National Flag in the 

school campus as everyone saluted the 

flag and sang the National Anthem with 

great zest and enthusiasm. It was followed 

by colourful Cultural Programme, 

comprising of Patriotic Poems, Musical 

Rendition, Street play on ‘Media In 

Independent India’, Parachute Drill, Flag 

Drill, Yoga and Gymnastic Display and 

Dance Presentation on Swach Bharat. 

In the end, the Honourable Director Madam praised 

the efforts of the students and teachers. In her short 

speech, she appreciated the street play for 

displaying real life experiences of common man and 

giving due importance to current affairs like Section 

370 .She told the students about the supreme 

sacrifice of the great martyrs who gave their lives 

for the sake of freedom. She also said that the 

freedom is very precious and it is very necessary to 

value and preserve it. 



 

At the end of the ceremony, Plant-able 

Flags were distributed among the 

students so that the coming generation 

should not be deprived of essential 

Greenery. The students spread the 

message quite loud and clear that 

freedom is sacred and citizens must do 

everything to ensure that it should be 

celebrated and preserved at any cost. 

 

 

➢ Coffee with Parents 

August 24, 2019 

There is no denying in the fact that today the priority of every concerned couple/parents is 

‘Education’ of their ward(s), a firm foundation to help the child realize his destiny to the 

fullest. In sync with the same, Blue Bells Public School organized ‘Coffee with Parents’ 



on August24,2019 to answer their queries regarding Admission, Curriculum, Co-

Curricular activities, infrastructure, age –readiness for a particular class, Transport, 

Teacher-students ratio, Need- based learning, facilities etc. It was heartening for the 

parents to see how a premier School functions. Their queries were addressed with full 

endorsement by our expert faculty. School tour (Virtual as well as Real) was organized 

for them to help them get First-hand knowledge about our institution. At the end, the 

parents were briefed by the School Leadership. All in all it was really a productive and 

enlightening session for the parents to initiate a firm and long lasting relationship with the 

institution. 

➢      FATHER’S DAY CELEBRATIONS 

August 24, 2019 

Father’s Day is celebrated worldwide to 

recognize the contribution that fathers 

and father figures make to the lives of 

their children. This day celebrates 

fatherhood and male parenting. Although 

it is celebrated on a variety of dates 

worldwide, Blue Bells Public School 

celebrated Father’s day ‘My Dad My 

Hero’ on August 24,2019. In order to 

make it really special for the ‘Fathers’ 



our School organized various colorful events for them like Musical Rendition, Dance 

Presentation ,Yoga presentation and the main attraction was Fun activities for Fathers 

like Boot Camp, Standing Kho Kho, Tug of War, Seven Stones, Kite Flying ,Tambola 

Housie etc.  

The program lasted for two hours and vote of thanks was given by Ms.Reema Madam, 

Primary Wing In charge. The parents cherished the efforts of school management for 

re-living their childhood once again. 

 

➢ Special Assembly - Prize Distribution (Primary Wing) 

August 28, 2019 

Challenge is the pathway to engagement and 

progress in our lives. These challenges make us 

feel alive, engaged and connected; they 

motivate us to set bigger and bolder challenges 

for ourselves. 

Blue Bellians are bravehearts who accept all 

challenges with high spirits. A special assembly 

was held in the Primary Wing on August 28, 

2019 to acknowledge and honour 

the effort of students who proved 

their mettle in different Inter school 

competitions and Olympiads. Our 

talented singers of Class IV 

participated in Group Song 

Competition at The Maurya School 

on August 3, 2019 and bagged the 

second prize. The skilful 

performers of the Primary Wing 

participated in ‘Shadow Play’ at 

Manav Rachna International School 

on August 7, 2019 and bagged the 

Special Mention Award. Little 

artists of Class III participated in 

Art-O-Mania at Shalom Hills 

International School and bagged the 

second prize. All these winners 

were given trophies and certificates. 



Students who showcased excellent 

performance in GK Olympiad and 

English Olympiad were also felicitated 

with medals and certificates. It was a 

time of jubilation for the students! 

     

 

 

➢ National Sports Day 

August 29, 2019 

Blue Bells Public School Celebrates 

‘National Sports Day’ 

Rightly it is said that ‘All work and no 

play makes Jack a dull boy’. The 

contribution of Sports in all round 

development of children can’t be ignored. 

In the sync with the same, Blue Bells 

Public School celebrated National sports 

Day with great pomp and show on 

Hockey legend Dhyan Chand's birth 

anniversary celebrated as National Sports 

Day.  

The event started with March Past, followed by Oath Ceremony. The innovative 

games like ‘Egg in the bucket, Treasure 

Hunt and Cone Race enthralled the players 

as well as the audience.  

The students enjoyed Cricket, Football 

Volleyball, Basket Ball, Badminton, Table 

Tennis, Athletics, Skating and Karate with 

same zeal and enthusiasm. The program 

lasted for three hours and the students 

enjoyed it to the fullest. At the end the 

students got the chance to listen to the 

Prime minister’s address on Fit India 

movement. 



 

➢ Ganesh Chaturthi Celebration 

September 2, 2019 

"Ganapati BappaMoraya" 

"Lord Ganesha, the Lord of Learning and Wisdom, the Remover of  allobstacles,we 

bow to you." 

On Ganesh Chathurthi,the adorable and 

delightful students of Pri-Primary 

Wing bestowed theirreverence 

and obeisance to Lord Ganesha as Blue 

Bells Public School celebrated Ganesh 

Chaturthi. 

Respected Mrs. Chandan Dhawan Ma’am 

graced the spiritual occasion.The 

auspicious worship ceremony 

began with Ganesha Vandana. It was an 

endearing moment watching as the little ones 

prayed with their innocent hearts for the well 

being of all of us. 

 

On this day, everyone at Blue Bells Public 

School heartily wishes that Lord Ganesha fills 

your home with prosperity and good fortune. 

Best wishes on Ganesh Chaturthi! 

     



➢ Teacher’s day Celebration 

September 5, 2019 

Teacher’s Day was celebrated with 

great pomp and show in the lively 

premises of Blue Bells Public 

School on September 05, 2019. The 

day started with a special assembly 

conducted by XII standard who did 

not leave any stone unturned to 

make all the teachers and staff feel 

special and make the day 

memorable for them. 

The celebrations consisted of 

adorable and endearing 

performances by the fiery Blue 

Bellians who always need a 

platform only to showcase their 

talent and creativity and in order to 

boost their morale, the students 

were given away with the Prizes 

for various Inter-School 

Competitions. These were 

followed by some fun games such 

as Blindfold Pictionary, Pong Classic, 

Antakshri, Rock the Saree, Whisper Challenge 

that gave the teachers an opportunity to become 

children once again and relive their childhood. 

The main attraction of the celebration was the 

titles given to the teachers that sent everyone in 

fits of laughter. The efforts put in by the 

students spoke volumes about the love, respect 

and gratitude of the students towards all the 

teachers. The teachers were overwhelmed by 

the thoughtful gestures of the students and felt 

appreciated with a deep sense of ecstasy on the 

special day. 

A good teacher can inspire hope, ignite the imagination, and instill a love of learning. 



➢ Grandparents Day Assembly 

September 25, 2019 

“Grandparents are the family’s strong foundation. Their very special love sets them 
apart. Through happiness and sorrow, through their special love and caring, they keep 

a family close at heart.” 

To celebrate this unique and 

irreplaceable bond between 

grandparents and grandchildren, a 

special assembly was held by the 

students of Class IV D on September 

25, 2019. The assembly commenced 

with the prayer invoking the 

blessings of the God. Students 

introduced new words in English and 

Hindi which were related to the 

theme. They expressed their 

feelings for their grandparents 

through a poem. The skit 

presented by students showcased 

how grandparents create a 

difference in the lives of other 

family members and how they 

empower them through their 

unconditional guidance and 

support. The performance of 

students in the skit bagged 

applauds and appreciations of all. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

➢ EMPOWERING TEACHERS 

Blue Bells Public School Hosts Teachers’ Training Program on Artificial 

Intelligence 

Artificial Intelligence needs no 

introduction. It would be fair to say 

that the next phase of information 

revolution is Artificial Intelligence. It 

has the potential to overcome the 

physical limitations of capital and 

labor to open new sources of value 

and growth. 

Aiming to ensure that current students 

are AI workforce ready, Blue Bells 

Public School hosted a three days 

teacher training workshop organized 

by CBSE in collaboration with IBM to help 

build foundational skills of Artificial 

Intelligence through a customized 

curriculum, that can enable teachers to 

guide and mentor students on solving 

problems and innovating around AI. 

The training was a learning pathway to 

develop skills and knowledge based on two 

themes i.e. ‘Digital foundations’ and 

‘Role-based learning’. It was a great 

learning for the teachers which they 

enjoyed to the fullest. Also, the 

participating teachers were given some 

project ideas to work with their students, 

post the training workshop. 

 

 

 

 



➢ KINDERGARTEN (APRIL & MAY) 

“The influence of a teacher can never be erased ” 

First Day of School - Students walked in through the gate of Blue Bells Public School 

for their first day on April ,2 2019. The first day of school is a mixture of anxiety and 

excitement not only for a child but also the parents accompanying their wards to the 

school. The school was brimming with human energy as the children of Nursery & 

LKG walked in with smiling faces to begin the session 2019-20 with a bang. The new 

session successfully paved way for yet another session full of enthusiasm, hopes and 

dreams. 

 



 

 

Founder’s Day -Blue Bells Public School celebrated its Founder’s Day on 10th of 

April amidst lot of fun and pride. Every year this day is celebrated as “GREEN DAY”– To 

create Awareness and spread the message of “Save our mother Earth” The Day was 

celebrated with fervor, zest and enthusiasm in the school. An extravaganza of 

activities was conducted. 'Protecting our environment is the need of the hour’ to 

sensitize students towards the need, tree plantation was organized in the school. The 

youngest members of Blue Bells Public School I.e. Nursery and LKG students came 

together in the plantation drive and planted various fruits and flower-bearing saplings 

within their school premises. 

 

 



Earth Day Assembly- The tiny tots of Nursery to UKG presented an Assembly on 

the theme ‘We love our Mother Earth’’.The little minds showcased their love for 

Mother Earth through their wonderful presentation. Chanting of Gayatri Mantra and 

the school prayer started the day followed by a motivational song which was 

mellifluously presented by the little members of the choir group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“To teach is to touch a life forever ” 

 

 



Rain Dance Activity -

After months of oppressive 

heat, monsoon comes as a 

big boon to our lives.But in 

April, we are months away 

from the 

monsoon.Nevertheless, 

shrugging off the hot 

summer sun, we hopped 

over and found a 

stupendous way to relish 

this ingredient of the 

weather too, as our tiny tots 

of Pre-Primary enjoyed the 

RAIN DANCE 

BONANZA!!!!. Blue Bells 

keeps on concocting innovative techniques and styles with which learning could be 

made more rewarding and interesting. One such idea is to create a rainy day for it is 

always a fun time for the kids when the showers come down. So, rain is celebrated in 

the school with great joy. Moreover, it makes the school environment light and 

mesmerizing. 

 

“Happy people plan actions, they 

don’t plan results.” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

➢ SENSORY ACTIVITY (HOT/COLD) 

In this activity bowls containing hot (normal) and cold water were placed in the class. 

The facilitator guided the students to dip their hands first in normal water and then in 

cold water. Students could feel the difference between Hot/Cold water and were very 

excited during this activity. 

This activity was conducted to make students feel the difference between Hot/Cold 

using their senses. 

  

➢ WELCOME BACK ACTIVITY 

“Every child is a different kind of flower 

and all together makes this world a 

beautiful garden”. 

To welcome our tiny tots special activities were 

organised. They made beautiful “Butterfly Puppets” 

with the help of creative material. They coloured the 

butterfly cut-out given to them and decorated the 

same with colourful stones. They then pasted these 

colourful butterflies on the ice cream stick. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Sensory activity – hard & soft” 

 
In sync with the ongoing theme “Me & My Family “and the story “Goldilocks and 

the three bears” a sensory activity was organized for the tiny tots on 29th July 2019. 

Students were taken out for a “Nature Walk” wherein they were guided to search for 

nature related items according to the hard/soft texture. E.g.: Twigs (Hard), Flowers 

(Soft). They collected the things according to the texture and pasted them on the A4 

coloured sheet provided to them. Smile on their faces manifested their excitement and 

happiness after this activity. 

 

 

 



 

➢ FOOD RACE 

It is important for the children to differentiate between healthy food and unhealthy 

food. To make this concept clear an innovative game was organized for the children of 

LKG. 

The Children were arranged in groups of 4. They first moved past 4 plates containing a 

mix of healthy and unhealthy food. The children picked up the food that was healthy 

and moved on to a balancing game where they touched the cones kept in their path and 

moved to the finishing line. The children were very excited to take part in this game 

and enjoyed it very much. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“KING MANGO ACTIVITY” 

 
“GOOD NUTRITION IS ONE OF THE KEYS TO A HEALTHY LIFE.” 

 

Food is an essential part of every human’s 

life. Giving proper and healthy food to kids is 

the most important responsibility of every 

parent. Healthy food that contains the right 

amount of nutrients should be given to 

children on a daily basis and we should 

make children eat all kind of fruits. 

 



 In sync with the ongoing theme 

“Colourful World of Fruits and 

Vegetables” and to make the tiny tots 

recognize the king of fruits, the “King 

Mango” activity was conducted on 

August 30, 2019. Students did finger 

printing with yellow colour on the king 

mango cutout given to them and 

also did tearing and pasting with 

golden paper on the crown. They 

made yummy yellow mangoes by 

pasting it on a kulfi stick. This 

was a fun-filled experience for them. 
 

 

 

“Tangy Orange Activity” 

 

“TO EAT IS A NECESSITY BUT TO EAT INTELLIGENTLY IS AN ART” 
Fruits are not only healthy; they are 

also available in various colours, 

shapes and delicious tastes. Fruits 

provide us with many important 

minerals, proteins and fibers. They 

promote good health and help us to 

stay fit and active. 



In sync with the ongoing theme 

“Colourful World of Fruits and 

Vegetables” and to inculcate healthy 

eating habits “Tangy Orange Activity” 

was conducted for our tiny tots on August 

23, 2019. Students did cotton dabbing with 

orange colour on the circle cutouts given 

to them. They made beautiful and yummy 

tangy oranges by pasting leaf cutouts. 

Such activities help to develop fine motor 

skills and eye-hand coordination. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“An Assembly on happiness” 

 

“WHOEVER IS HAPPY, WILL MAKE OTHERS HAPPY” 
 

Happiness, true happiness, is an inner quality. It is a state of mind. If your 

mind is at peace, you are happy. Happy people are more attractive to others 

and develop stronger relationships, which would be essential for making 

friends. 

 



A Special Assembly on “Happiness” was conducted on August 30, 2019 for 

the Pre-primary tiny tots. The assembly started with Gayatri mantra 

presented by our choir group followed by school player, pledge, news and 

thought of the day. A 

student of class UKG 

presented a talk on how 

to stay happy. An 

action rhyme “If 

You’re Happy and you 

know it….” was 

presented by the lil 

one’s of Nursery class. 

The assembly 

concluded with 

students enjoying a 

video which 

highlighted the 

“Emotions” 

(Happy/Sad). Such 

assemblies help in 

enhancing the 

social skills and 

self-confidence. 

These assemblies 

are of great 

exposure and 

experience for the 

tiny tots. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



“Earthworm v/s sour punk activity” 

 
As we begin with a new theme, ‘Animals and 

their basic needs’, a fun filled activity 

‘Earthworm vs Sourpunk’ was organized for 

the students of UKG. Two glass jars were 

taken, in one jar a sour punk was kept and in 

another jar earthworms were kept. Students 

were very curious while  observing the jars as 

they could see the earthworms moving and 

sour punk lying still .Then they were 

acquainted with the differences between 

living and non-living things. They understood 

that the living things can breathe, move and grow where as non-living things cannot 

breathe,move and grow. 

 

 

 



“PANCHTANTRA TALES” 

‘Stories teach us to love, to forgive 

others, to be just and to strive for better 

than we have’…When you tell a story, 

you spark a connection…. 

Stories play a vital role in the growth 

and development of children. The books 

they read and the characters they get to 

know can become like friends. It's also 

good for children to understand that 

books are a useful source of 

information and that good reading skills 

are important for success in their future 

lives. 

Keeping this in mind, a stage activity was 

planned for the students of class UKG as 

per the ongoing theme ‘Animals and their 

basic needs’, stories from Panchtantra 

were taken. Students narrated the stories 

with the help of beautiful props. It was 

heartening to see all the students listening 

to the story so attentively… 

Such activities help boost confidence and 

self expression in students as they 

facilitate positive experiences… 

 

 

 

 

 

 



“STORY ENACTMENT-CAN I LIVE IN YOUR HOUSE” 

 

In sync with our ongoing theme 

Living and not living…. 

As living things have some basic 

needs like air, water, food 

,shelteretc..So, a story enactment 

was conducted by the fecilitator 

where the students enacted as the 

characters of the story ‘Can i live 

in your house’.The students 

enjoyed a lot and developed the 

understanding about animal 

habitats. 

“An Assembly on 

INDEPENDENCE DAY” 

A Special Assembly on 

“INDEPENDENCE DAY” 

was conducted for the Pre-

primary tiny tots.They 

witnessed the hoisting of our 

National Flag in the school 

groundThe assembly started 

with Gayatri mantra presented 

by our choir group followed by school 

player, pledge, news and thought of the 

day. A student of class UKG presented 

a talk on the significance of 

Independence Day.The  patriotic song 

sung by the choir Group and a dance 

presentation  filled every heart with 

patriotism . A quiz was also conducted 

which showed the awareness of 

students towards their homeland . The 

assembly concluded with National 

Anthem .Such assemblies help in 



enhancing the social skills and self-confidence. These assemblies are of 

great exposure and experience for the tiny tots. 
 

“An 

                

Assembly on JANMASHTAMI” 

To embark the importance of Lord Krishna’s Birthday Janmashtami was celebrated 

wherein the students made “Krishna’s Flute”. They were given small colourful strips 

on which they pasted morpankh and circle cutouts through which they decorated the 

flute. 

  

A Special Assembly on “JANMASHTAMI” was conducted for the Pre-primary tiny 

tots. The assembly started with Gayatri mantra presented by our choir group followed 

by school player, pledge, news and thought of the day. A student of class UKG 

presented a talk on the significance of Janmashtami and why do we celebrate it. The 

devotional song ‘Achuttamkheshvam Krishna damodram’ sung by the choir Group 

and a mesmerizing dance presentation  filled every heart with full of joy . The 

assembly concluded with a short video on Krishna and Kans story. These assemblies 

are of great exposure and experience for the tiny tots. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Water is the most precious gift of nature. Without water nothing can live, thus water 

conservation has become the need of the hour. So, we should all stand together to 

conserve water to save life.Spreading this message, the students of UKG Rose presented 

an assembly on the topic “Save Water” 

Students spoke beautiful quotes about the uses 

and importance of water. A group of students 

enacted a small street play “EkBoond Jal Ki” 

through which they suggested simple ways 

for saving water. A mesmerizing dance 

presentation by the students on water as a 

useful resource also motivated the audience to 

join the mission of  

‘SAVE WATER AND NEVER WASTE  

IT’. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



“A Child’s mind is not a container to be filled but rather a fire to be         

kindled” 

Craft activities are a great way of improving eye-hand coordination; enhancing 

learning and are fun and enjoyable for children. 

Students of LKG identified the given cut outs of animals and classified them as land, 

air and water animals. Then using the craft techniques of tearing & pasting, cotton ball 

making and pasting, ear bud printing and pencil shavings pasting they did Animal 

Craft Activity on 12th September 2019 in the animal outline pictures. They really 

enjoyed the activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Nursery  

Food is an essential part of every human’s life. Giving proper and healthy food to kids 

is the most important responsibility of every parent. Healthy food that contains the 

right amount of nutrients should be given to children on a daily basis and we should 

make children eat all kind of fruits. 

In sync with the ongoing theme “Colourful World of Fruits and Vegetables” and to 

make the tiny tots recognize the king of fruits, the “King Mango” activity was 

conducted on August 30, 2019. Students did finger printing with yellow colour on the 

king mango cutout given to them and also did tearing and pasting with golden paper 

on the crown. They made yummy yellow mangoes by pasting it on a kulfi stick. This 

was a fun-filled experience for them. 

 

 



EXCURSIONS 

 “It’s better to see something once than to hear about it a thousand times.” 

UKG - Visit to Flour Mill- In our ongoing theme ‘Farm to Table’, we are 

teaching students about the 

process through which food 

in the farms, reach our table. To 

enhance this concept, an 

educational trip to flour mill 

was organized for the 

students of UKG on 30th 

July’19 (Tuesday). There 

were 73 students 

accompanied by 5 teachers 

and 3 maids. We started from 

the school at 10.00 am and 

came back at 11.45 am. 

The students saw the entire 

process of wheat being 

ground into flour and packed. 

They were excited to see the 

wheat being ground by a machine. The machine was specially exciting because it had  

rollers that could  break wheat grains  into pieces and finally make fine white flour. 

The students took the wheat 

grains in their hands to feel 

them and also touched the 

flour once the wheat got 

converted into it. 

It was a learning experience to 

know how a product grown 

by the farmers reaches our 

kitchen  and the stages it 

undergoes to become the final 

product.. 

 



 



Nursery – Visit to Leisure Valley Park 

 “CHILDREN LEARN AS THEY PLAY.MOST IMPORTANTLY IN PLAY 

CHILDREN LEARN HOW TO LEARN” 

Excursions form a vital part of a child’s early education. They expose a child to a 

range of different experiences and enable them to gain a sense of the world in which 

they find themselves. Excursions encourage a child to embrace the unfamiliar and 

often every sense is employed in observing and understanding what they’re 

experiencing. Excursion is an effective educational activity for students that helps 

facilitate fast and efficient learning method. The students get first-hand knowledge of 



people and place while participating in an excursion.To learn more about the theme 

“Sensing My Surroundings” students of Class Nursery went to Leisure valley 

Gurugram on Friday, 27 September 2019.They were accompanied by their teachers. 

They reached there at 10.30 A.M. Students were able to enhance their knowledge 

about various things that exist in our surroundings.Students observed various nature 

related items using their five senses and were involved in different activities which 

aimed at development of various skills. During the trip, they played different games 

i.e. “Dance on the tune, Parachute game, Blocks, Humpty race, scavenger’s hunt etc. 

These games helped to develop various skills. The little learners were responsible and 

refrained themselves plucking leaves or flowers as instructed to them. This field trip 

sensitized the students towards caring for the environment and the importance of 

planting more trees. The trip was not only a fun-filled experience but also facilitated 

experiential learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LKG – Visit to Tau Devi Lal Park – 

“At the end of the day, your feet should be dirty, your hair messy and 

your eyes sparkling.” 

 

A park is a place where we can 

enjoy and have a good time with 

our friends in the lap of Mother 

Nature. A visit to Tau Devilal 

Park, Gurugram was organized 

for LKG Class students on 3rd 

October2019 to enjoy nature’s 

beauty. Due to the pleasant 

morning weather, students 

enjoyed a nature walk inside the 

park and admired its green plants 

and trees and identified some of 

them. They also saw some, birds, 

butterflies and squirrels; played 

several games arranged by the 

teachers and took rides on the 

swings.   

They were served light refreshments and shared their food with their friends.  



Students returned to school at 11.45 a.m. They shared their experience in the reflection 

sheet. It was a fascinating experience for the students to learn while enjoying the 

outing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

Share your enthusiasm 
 Take action towards your dreams 
Dance and sing to your music Embrace 
your blessings.  
 
We keep moving forward, opening 
new doors, and doing new things, 
because we're curious and curiosity 
keeps leading us down     new paths. 
 
                
 
                         Baby steps count, too, as 
long as you're moving forward. 


